Introduction: Automated electronic sniffers may be useful for early detection of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) for institution of treatment or clinical trial screening. Methods: In a prospective cohort of 2929 critically ill patients, we retrospectively applied published sniffer algorithms for automated detection of acute lung injury to assess their utility in diagnosis of ARDS in the first 4 ICU days. Radiographic full-text reports were searched for "edema" OR ("bilateral" AND "infiltrate") and a more detailed algorithm for descriptions consistent with ARDS. Patients were flagged as possible ARDS if a radiograph met search criteria and had a PaO 2 /FiO 2 or SpO 2 /FiO 2 of 300 or 315, respectively. Test characteristics of the electronic sniffers and clinical suspicion of ARDS were compared to a gold standard of 2-physician adjudicated ARDS. Results: Thirty percent of 2841 patients included in the analysis had gold standard diagnosis of ARDS. The simpler algorithm had sensitivity for ARDS of 78.9%, specificity of 52%, positive predictive value (PPV) of 41%, and negative predictive value (NPV) of 85.3% over the 4-day study period. The more detailed algorithm had sensitivity of 88.2%, specificity of 55.4%, PPV of 45.6%, and NPV of 91.7%. Both algorithms were more sensitive but less specific than clinician suspicion, which had sensitivity of 40.7%, specificity of 94.8%, PPV of 78.2%, and NPV of 77.7%. Conclusions: Published electronic sniffer algorithms for ARDS may be useful automated screening tools for ARDS and improve on clinical recognition, but they are limited to screening rather than diagnosis because their specificity is poor.
Introduction
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a prevalent and morbid disease. 1 Outcomes can be improved with initiation of life-saving interventions including institution of low tidal volume ventilation, adequate positive end-expiratory pressure, proning, and neuromuscular blockade, depending on disease severity. [2] [3] [4] [5] Despite the effectiveness of these interventions, clinicians often fail to recognize ARDS. 1 With the broad availability of electronic medical records, the potential exists for automated recognition of possible ARDS, prompting clinicians to consider the diagnosis and institute lung-protective ventilation earlier than might otherwise occur. Moreover, with the recent increased emphasis on investigations of early treatment of ARDS, an automated electronic sniffer to rapidly detect patients with possible ARDS may serve as a useful screening tool for clinical trials. 6 An electronic "sniffer" for acute lung injury (ALI) (now ARDS) was described by Herasevich and colleagues based on contemporaneous chest radiograph findings and low PaO 2 -FiO 2 ratios 7 and was later extended with the use of additional clinical data for discrimination of cardiogenic from noncardiogenic pulmonary edema 8 and validated prospectively in the same institution. 9 Another electronic monitor for ARDS called the ASSIST algorithm was reported to facilitate patient identification for ARDS clinical trials with good sensitivity. 6, 10 Each of these reports was from a single institution, or single medical systems, and they have not been validated externally. We sought to validate the previously reported electronic sniffer algorithms for use in our institution using a previously collected prospective cohort of critically ill patients at risk for ARDS within which the presence or absence of ARDS was already adjudicated.
Methods Patients
The study population was derived from the validating acute lung injury markers for diagnosis (VALID) study, consisting of 2929 patients enrolled between January 2006 and August 2014. The VALID, a prospective cohort study approved by Vanderbilt University's Human Research Protection Program, enrolls adult patients who are admitted to the Vanderbilt University Hospital medical, surgical, trauma, or cardiovascular intensive care units (ICU). As previously described, [11] [12] [13] patients are enrolled on the morning of ICU day two, excluding patients for declination of consent, ICU admission for longer than 48 hours at time of screening, impending discharge from the ICU, severe chronic lung disease, uncomplicated overdose, and cardiovascular ICU patients who are not mechanically ventilated or are postoperative.
Data Collection
In the VALID study, a broad set of demographic, past medical history, laboratory, and physiological data are collected by trained study nurses on the morning of cohort enrollment, encompassing the preceding 24 hours. Subsequent laboratory and physiologic data are collected each morning up until the morning of ICU calendar day 5, with each study day reflecting the values for the previous 24 hours. The physiologic variables collected include the lowest and the highest PaO 2 -FiO 2 ratio and SpO 2 -FiO 2 ratio for each 24-h period. In addition to data collected in VALID, for the current study, we retrospectively captured the electronic full text of all radiographic reports from the electronic clinical records during the calendar day prior to ICU admission through 96 hours after ICU admission.
End Points
In VALID, the presence of ALI, as defined by the AmericanEuropean Consensus Conference (AECC) definition, 14 is prospectively adjudicated by 2-physician consensus review for each of the first 4 ICU days through review of the chest radiographs and clinical data and for the purposes of this study is taken as the gold standard for ALI diagnosis. Hydrostatic pulmonary edema is diagnosed when chart review demonstrates that the radiographic findings are likely due to elevated leftsided cardiac filling pressures. As the newer Berlin definition of ARDS 15 supplants the older AECC definition of ALI, we refer to the outcome as ARDS through the remainder of the manuscript.
The free text Boolean query "edema" OR ("bilateral" AND "infiltrate"), matching the search criteria from the Herasevich sniffer, 7 was run against all radiographic reports. Due to the structure of the available data precluding restriction to chest radiograph reports alone, the query was run against all radiology reports. Not all of the patients had an arterial blood gas performed, so we used the previously described cutoff of SpO 2 / FiO 2 315 as an alternative to PaO 2 -FiO 2 ratio of 300. 16 Schmidt et al demonstrated strong agreement in the Herasevich algorithm when employing PaO 2 -FiO 2 or SpO 2 -FiO 2 ratios. 17 The initial Herasevich screen used a positive chest radiograph report and a PaO 2 -FiO 2 ratio of <300 within 24 hours of each other as a positive screen for ALI. We altered this slightly by flagging patients as possible ARDS by Herasevich criteria if during a clinical day (morning to morning) in the VALID cohort, a radiographic report met the Boolean criteria and the lowest SpO 2 -FiO 2 ratio or PaO 2 -FiO 2 ratio of the same day was 315 or 300, respectively.
To adapt the ASSIST sniffer algorithm, we performed a free text Boolean query across all radiologic reports for phrases consistent with ALI or terms describing bilaterality and infiltrates in the same sentence as described by Azzam et al. 10 A positive screen by the ASSIST criteria was defined by a positive flag by the Boolean search and a PaO 2 -FiO 2 ratio or SpO 2 -FiO 2 ratio of 300 or 315, respectively, during the same day in the VALID study set.
In addition to applying the Herasevich and ASSIST sniffers independently, we created a third screen for possible ARDS that was positive if either the Herasevich or ASSIST radiograph and oxygenation criteria were met in a clinical day (referred to as "combined screen" moving forward).
We also retrospectively determined the presence of clinician suspicion of ARDS among a subcohort of VALID consisting of 1461 medical ICU (MICU) patients. Clinician suspicion of ARDS was determined by a systematic search of clinical documentation for a possible or probable diagnosis of ARDS during the ICU stay using key words including "acute lung injury," "acute respiratory distress syndrome," "ALI," and "ARDS." Any documents containing the search phrases were then manually reviewed for the context and assigned as clinical suspicion for ARDS present or absent. The accuracy of this electronic search for clinical suspicion of ARDS was verified by manual review of all clinical documentation from a randomly selected 100 patients in the VALID cohort.
Statistical Analyses
Characteristics of the study population are presented as median and interquartile range for continuous data and frequency and proportion for categorical data. Test characteristics of the Herasevich, ASSIST, and combined sniffers were assessed versus the gold standard of VALID diagnosis of ARDS, including sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value (NPV), and positive predictive values (NPV), with 95% confidence intervals by binomial distribution. For the primary analysis, the 4 ICU days were pooled such that a sniffer was positive if it was positive on any day, and the patient was identified as having ARDS if they had adjudicated ARDS on any day. Sensitivity analyses were performed restricting the population to patients undergoing mechanical ventilation at the time of cohort enrollment, excluding patients with severe traumatic injuries, and assessing performance of the screen for individual patients over the course of their first 4 ICU days. Furthermore, the timing of initial flag by the sniffer versus by the gold standard diagnosis was examined. To approximate the use of a sniffer for screening in practice, the cumulative sensitivity of true-positive flags by the sniffers was calculated by ICU day. Finally, similar comparisons were made between the clinician suspicion of ARDS against the gold standard in the MICU subgroup.
Results
The VALID cohort contains 2929 patients of whom one had incomplete data and 87 had no radiology testing. Of the remaining 2841 cohort participants, 845 were identified by prospective physician adjudication to have ARDS (see Figure 1) . Participant characteristics are summarized in Table  1 for the cohort as a whole and divided by those with or without adjudicated ARDS. Median participant age is 55 years [interquartile range 42-65 years], and median APACHE II score is 25 [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . The most common ARDS risk factors are sepsis (44.6%), severe trauma (28.2%), and pneumonia (21.1%). Additional demographic information is displayed in Table 1 .
The Herasevich sniffer flagged 1626 patients as possible ARDS over the 4 study days. The sniffer had sensitivity for flagging positive on any of the study days a case adjudicated to be ARDS at any point during the study of 78.9% (95% CI 76.0-81.6) and a specificity of 52.0% (95% CI 49.7-54.2), with PPV and NPV of 41.0% (95% CI 38.6-43.5) and 85.3% (95% CI 83.2-87.3), respectively (Table 2 ). However, sensitivity for detection was greatest on the first ICU day (61.3%) with declining performance on the subsequent 3 days, with sensitivity of less than 40% on ICU days 2 to 4 (Appendix A). The ASSIST sniffer had improved performance over the Herasevich criteria, flagging a total of 1635 patients in the first 4 ICU days with an overall sensitivity of 88.2% (95% CI 85.8-90.3) and specificity of 55.4% (95% CI 53.2-57.6) ( Table 2 ). Similar to the Herasevich sniffer, the ASSIST sniffer performed best on the first day (76.7% sensitive and 70.5% specific) and had lower sensitivity and specificity on subsequent days, flagging fewer than half of ARDS cases on ICU days 2 to 4 (Appendix A). As the ASSIST sniffer does not entirely overlap with the Herasevich sniffer (the isolated word "edema" flags for Herasevich but not ASSIST), we additionally considered a combined screen for which either sniffer was positive, which increased sensitivity to as high as 85% (95% CI 82-87.6) on ICU day 1 and 93.8% (95% CI 92-95.4) over the course of the 4-day study period (Tables 2 and 3) .
To mimic how an electronic sniffer might be employed in practice, we performed another analysis excluding correctly identified patients with ARDS from flagging on subsequent days. Test characteristics were similar to the primary analysis (Appendix B).
As the VALID cohort employs the AECC definition of ARDS, some patients are diagnosed with ARDS in the absence of mechanical ventilation. Restricting the cohort to patients who were invasively mechanically ventilated did not meaningfully change the sensitivity of the flags (not shown). Additional analyses excluding patients with trauma or dividing the cohort by direct or indirect ALI risk factors also did not substantively alter the test characteristics (not shown).
Compared with either of the sniffers, clinical suspicion for ARDS in the MICU subgroup of ARDS was insensitive for the presence of ARDS at 40.7% over the 4 study days (95% CI 36.1-45.3). However, clinical suspicion of ARDS had a much higher PPV at 78.2% (95% CI 72.5-83.3). See Table 2 .
If an automated sniffer were used for early recognition of ARDS, then timing of diagnosis is important. Figure 2 displays the cumulative sensitivity of the sniffers relative to the gold standard diagnosis, and Appendix C summarizes the timing of first flag for each sniffer or clinician suspicion compared with the day of adjudicated diagnosis. Most cases first flagged positive by a sniffer on the same day as gold standard adjudication.
Notably, the initial report of the ASSIST sniffer was on a population prescreened to exclude patients with heart failure, 10 and subsequent implementation applied rules to minimize inclusion of patients at high risk for heart failure. 6 Similarly, the VALID cohort excludes nonintubated and postoperative patients in the cardiovascular ICU to reduce enrollment of patients with hydrostatic pulmonary edema; however, many patients ultimately determined to have hydrostatic edema are enrolled. Hydrostatic pulmonary edema accounted for just 22.4, 24.0, and 21.5% of false positives for the Herasevich, ASSIST, and combined flags, respectively. Moreover, exclusion of patients with a history of congestive heart failure did not meaningfully change the PPV for any of the algorithms (Appendix D).
To evaluate the reason for incomplete sensitivity of the sniffers, the 52 patients diagnosed as ARDS by the gold standard but not identified by the combined sniffer were manually reviewed. The most common cause for sniffer insensitivity was for different determination by the reading radiologist and the gold standard. Fifteen patients had a radiologist report that included "bilateral atelectasis," and an additional four had "bibasilar atelectasis." Eleven patients may have flagged positive by the Herasevich and ASSIST sniffers as originally published, but because in our implementation the qualifying radiology read and oxygenation criteria crossed clinical days, they were not flagged positive for our analysis. Seven patients had radiology reports with the singular "opacity" describing findings on both sides of the chest rather than "opacities." See Appendix E for additional details.
Discussion
The application of two previously published automated algorithms for detection of ARDS in a patient cohort from a different institution demonstrated good sensitivity for ARDS over the first 4 days of ICU stay with good timeliness of diagnosis, significantly exceeding the sensitivity of clinician recognition. As one might expect, the more detailed chest radiograph analysis of the ASSIST algorithm was more sensitive than the Herasevich algorithm, and combining the two was more sensitive still. With good sensitivity but poor specificity, the algorithms would be best deployed as an automated screen for possible diagnosis of ARDS rather than absolute diagnosis, as the PPV for any of the flags was between 40% and 50% in our population. Consequently, the absence of a positive screen over the first 4 ICU days strongly excludes ARDS, with an NPV exceeding 90% for the ASSIST and combined flag. Despite good sensitivity and NPV over the 4 ICU days, neither algorithm approaches the test characteristics described in the primary publications. The ASSIST algorithm was initially described in a 199-patient trauma cohort with a similar ARDS incidence to our own cohort (26.6%). 10 The algorithm was 86.8% and 89.0% sensitive and specific, respectively, and had PPV of 74.2% and NPV of 94.9%. The ASSIST algorithm performance was later reported in a broader population at the same institution by Koenig et al, which comprised medical, general surgery, and trauma ICUs, with notable exclusion of high probability congestive heart failure (CHF) patients, those on FiO2 <0.5, and nonmechanically ventilated. 6 The ARDS incidence in this validation population of 1270 was 6.6%, and the ASSIST algorithm had excellent sensitivity and specificity, of 97.6% and 97.6%, respectively, and a PPV of 73.9% and NPV of 99.8%. In comparison, when the ASSIST algorithm was applied to our cohort, the sensitivity was 88.2% and specificity of only 55.4%. Importantly, in operationalizing the ASSIST algorithm for this investigation, we were limited to the Azzam 10 description of the word search algorithm. Any changes to the ASSIST algorithm that were made for the Koenig publication 6 and that might have accounted for its improved sensitivity were not described and thus not applied in our cohort. Additionally, our validation cohort, while incorporating some rules to reduce false positives from heart failure by excluding nonmechanically ventilated and postoperative cardiovascular ICU (CCU) patients, did not implement all of the rules in the Koenig paper including a 48-h postsurgery exclusion in the surgical ICU, which may account for some of the difference in specificity.
The Herasevich algorithm, with a reported sensitivity and specificity of 96% and 89%, respectively, in a population with a case incidence of 8.6%, also underperformed when applied to our patient cohort. Sensitivity in our cohort was only 78.9% over the first 4 ICU days, and specificity was low at 52%.
Our initial intention was to apply the sniffers for automated screening of ARDS and discrimination between ARDS and cardiogenic pulmonary edema as described by Schmickl and colleagues, but the high frequency of false positives by causes other than cardiogenic pulmonary edema render the Schmickl discriminator algorithm less useful. Notably, the discrimination algorithm was derived and reported after manual exclusion of non-ARDS and noncardiogenic pulmonary edema cases, which made up 40% of their positive flags. 8, 9 The diminished performance of the described algorithms in our cohort demonstrates the importance of local validation of externally derived screening algorithms before deployment. The differences in test characteristics reflect the challenges in applying free-text radiographic interpretation derived at one institution to another institution, where local practice patterns may lead to institution or reader-specific text patterns not employed elsewhere. More advanced semantic processing with natural language processing and machine learning, while more difficult to deploy, may potentially level characteristics across institutions. 18, 19 Interestingly, both algorithms were most sensitive for ARDS recognition on the day of cohort enrollment. This could be explained by a carry-forward effect of radiology reads on subsequent days, with later reads referencing clinical data and prior chest radiographs, decreasing the likelihood that the freetext report will contain the characteristic language of the search algorithms. Alternatively, it may be attributed to differential interpretation of the x-rays by the cohort-adjudication physicians and the radiologists.
This validation study has a number of strengths. In particular, although ARDS case definition can be challenging in the absence of a purely objective diagnostic test, 20 the use of a prospectively collected cohort with end point adjudication independent of our study lends validity to the gold standard diagnostic determination. Moreover, it includes a broad population of patients from multiple types of ICUs. Our study also has some limitations. While prior investigators instituted an automated rolling 24-hour search for the dual radiographic and oxygenation criteria, we were limited to concordance of criteria on a single ICU day due to the data collection algorithm for the VALID study. This is unlikely to have significantly altered the findings, as true ARDS does not rapidly resolve and should be present on multiple days. However, a rolling 24-hour period in practice would have identified 11 additional cases of ARDS. We also used SpO 2 -FiO 2 data when arterial blood gas data were not available. As previously demonstrated, SpO 2 -FiO 2 criteria for ARDS are a reasonable extension and have been shown to provide similar findings 17 as well as identify patients with similar clinical outcomes. 21 Use of the SpO 2 /Fio 2 allows for deployment of the algorithm in a population where arterial blood gases are not frequently obtained; however, it is conceivable that adding SpO 2 /FiO 2 criteria to the sniffers may have reduced specificity of the sniffers compared to prior sniffers. Furthermore, we applied the free-text search algorithms to all radiology reports rather than restricting them to chest radiograph reports because of the structure of the available data. This may have contributed to excess false positive rates and reduced the PPV. Finally, the clinician recognition was derived from electronic charting, and the delay between suspicion for ARDS and documentation of that suspicion in routine clinical care may have led to the appearance of more delayed clinical recognition of ARDS than in true practice. Nonetheless, clinician documentation of suspicion of ARDS compared with its presence by gold standard suggests significant underrecognition.
Conclusion
Two previously published sniffer algorithms may be useful automated tools to screen for ARDS in the electronic medical record with good sensitivity when applied at a new institution, well higher than clinician recognition. However, their use is limited to screening rather than diagnosis because specificity was poor. Data are presented as number of cases (percentage of total possible ARDS cases for that algorithm over the first 4 ICU days). The clinical recognition was abstracted on a subcohort with 460 cases of ARDS versus 845 possible for the screening algorithms. These data are depicted graphically in Figure 2 of the manuscript.
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